
 

Weekly Regional HOG PRICE Report 
 

 

Things to Consider…. 
 
Recent weakness in many wholesale pork primals has 
resulted in lower pork values overall, despite starting the 
year in midrange. For the last Friday in Jan pork cutout 
was reported at $69.57/cwt, a drop of $7.81 from the 
Friday previous and $1.52/cwt over last year however 
under most other recent historical years for this time.  
 
Wholesale belly values started 2020 on an uptick which 
is relatively expected in the New Year, however have 
fallen fairly steadily since mid-November into the end of 
the calendar year. The Jan 31 belly values were reported 
at $94.66/cwt, down $17.06 from a week earlier.  
Wholesale hams dropped $14.65 to $57.79/cwt, and 
have fallen from well above the previous 4 years for this 
time to in-line with recent historical years.  
 
Butt values also declined, down $8.25 to $48.62/cwt and 
generally considered midrange, while picnics fell $4.16 
to $48.62/cwt however have held good value seasonally.  
Wholesale loins declined modestly, down $0.29 to 
$68.87/cwt from the previous Friday. Though current 
wholesale loin values are above year ago levels, they are 
below other more recent years for this time.  Ribs were 
the only wholesale pork primal to improve from week 
ago levels, up $1.87 to $147.58/cwt. Wholesale ribs have 
steadily increased in value since the start of the 4th 
quarter, and are currently strong compared to other 
more recent historical years seasonally.  
 
US pork production continues at high levels, with the 
latest week reported at 584.8 million pounds. This figure 
represents a +15% increase over last year and currently 
+6.7% YTD.  It is this level of pork supplies coming to the 
market that is unpinning US hog markets.  Both cash and 
future markets are suffering due to the massive supply 
of pork being processed at the start of the year. 
 
Declines in total numbers and weight will be needed 
before a noticeable change will be seen in pricing going 
forward.  Demand could also be a major influencing 
factor the industry needs however exports abroad look 
to hold steady, at best, until disease pressures cool 
down in many parts of the world. 
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Weekly Hog Price Recap 

Cash hog pricing began the week higher, however pulled 
back the latter half of the week when packer cash bid 
volume was more moderate. CME cash rose most of the 
week however reported more modest daily moves. 
Wholesale pork values varied with heavy losses in hams, 
butts and bellies dropping pork cutout $5.05/cwt from 
week ago levels.  
 

 

 

Monitored Canadian hog markets were generally $3 to $6.50/hog higher than week ago levels, excluding 
Quebec which was up only $0.30/hog. The Sig 5 improved the most, followed by values out Ontario which 
rose $4.50/hog. The Sig 4 was up $4/hog from a week ago, while the OlyW 19 & Hylife each climbed more 
than $3/hog. In the US, Tyson rose $3/hog while JM improved nearly $4.50/hog from week ago levels. 
 

 
 

 
 



Weekly Hog Margins 

Monitored hog margins strengthened on the latest cash hog improvements, reaching their strongest 
levels since early November. Farrow-to-finish feed costs offered further support to hog margins, with 
costs down $0.90/hog north of the border and more than $1/hog lower in the monitored US region.  
 
Hog margins out of the Sig 5 strengthened the most, up $7.25/hog, however, remains the weakest 
margin among monitored hog markets. Ontario hog margins improved $5.50/hog while the Sig 4 rose 
$5/hog and most other Canadian margins strengthened more than $4/hog. Margins calculated out of 
Quebec improved the least on the week, up only $1.25/hog however remains the only market at positive 
levels for the second consecutive week. In the US, Tyson margins improved shy of $5/hog while JM hog 
margins strengthened $5.50/hog from week ago levels. 
 

 
   US Regional Margins 

• Tyson: $ (8.63) USD X 1.3201 = $ (11.39) in Canadian Dollars 

• Morrell: $ (12.27) USD X 1.3201 = $ (16.20) in Canadian Dollars 
 

 
 

Disclaimer: Commodity Professionals Inc. presents this report as a snapshot of the market using current information available at the time of 
the report. These findings are for informational purposes only and should not be reproduced or transmitted by any means without 
permission.  Commodity Professionals Inc. does not guarantee, and accepts no legal liability arising from or connected to, the accuracy, 
reliability, or completeness of any material contained in the publication. 

 


